• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Joint meeting with C4I to explain ALMAS specification to Space DTF for use / specialization in the Space Domain.
  – NASA Goddard walked through some of the modeling done as they prepare their Command & Control Message Specification (C2MS) for future RFC
  – Suspended progress on the Satellite Schedule Exchange RFP until USAF EGS program can determine whether an emerging draft CCSDS specification can be adapted to their usage.
  – Joint meeting with Ontology PSIG to discuss Satellite Operations Vocabulary RFI and possible paths forward.
• Deliverables from this Meeting:
  – None

• Future Deliverables (In-Process):
  – XTCE 1.2 RTF Report
  – Ground Data RFP
  – GMSEC RFC
  – Cubesat Reference Architecture RFC
  – JSON PSM for GEMS RFC/RFP

• Votes
  – Voted to suspend progress on the scheduling RFP

• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting (Brussels/New Orleans):
  – XTCE 1.2 RTF Report